
Job Title: Social Content Creator

Job Summary: We are looking for strategic and creative minds who enjoy creating TikTok video

and Instagram content. You will work with our marketing, growth, and social media team to

grow our social presence, specifically on the Amy Suzanne accounts. You will compose content

ideas that are original, relatable, fun, and informational while incorporating our purpose of

radically improving the lives of our members. Must have TikTok videos/account for review.

Job Description:

● Strategize and support the marketing team in developing content to drive Amy’s
awareness, engagement, and grow our followers.

● Brainstorm and come up with content ideas.
● Bring ideas to life by creating, filming, and editing ready-to-post Tik Toks, creating

roughly 10-12 assets for @amy.suzanne‘s Tik Tok account each week.
● Identify emerging social trends and create content that taps into current conversations

happening on the platform.
● Identify up-and-coming TikTok and Instagram influencers and creators that could be

brand-appropriate partners for Pink Stork.
● Understand performance and growth metrics to optimize posts for success.
● Be self-sufficient with producing your content.
● Familiar with trends and popular 'sounds' being used on TikTok and Instagram

Requirements:

● Experienced content creator with knowledge of trending #s, sounds, and what performs
well on the platform and what does not.

● Have prior knowledge of TikTok and Instagram, including how to: film, edit, and use
features.

● Proficiency in motion graphics, titling, gif creation, graphic design, and sound editing.
● History of creating content that performed well and drove attention, whether for

yourself or a brand.
● A creative, innovative personality that is always thinking outside of the box.
● Collaborative - you enjoy working with teams, brainstorming, and sharing ideas.
● Attention to detail, responsible, and reliable.
● Proactive go-getter and effective communicator.
● Flexible in a fast-changing startup environment.



*Must be able to provide examples of recent work.


